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M
\upanese Do Not Want
War, States Sokolsky

nhmt

ernments, an effect that will have
- sokolsky, world famous great bearing on tho future of the
Wt ,0r on international and do- present conflict
U»e'■
lectured In the chapel
According to Mr. Sokolsky, Japan
the topiC Japan does not want war with the United
PUCE: TEN CENTS
BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON. MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER It), 1M0
It.
' •STtn HW W«". A short States, and is doing her best to keep
I nu the lecture was srupple- out of it. However, international mor1" . g bull session in the Chase ality enters Into the picture. What
**
This last session ran on seems right mofar as Japan is conwungC
nd ^ «t Mr. Sokolsky dis- cerned is judged wrong by other naI"' U**«MI different subjects. He tions. That, says Mr. Sokolsky, is a
#^ *seif to be an accomplished point we should consider. Let us with<licner. with the fortunate ex- draw our uninformed judgment and
P*d he knew what he was hate and be considerate of another
country's needs, because the United
about
., position has become tacreas- States has never contributed to interTuesday morning at 6 o'clock Is the
Through an error in printing,
tCportant in the past few years, national goodwill and brotherhood.
Student Goevrnment has obtaln|j
starting hour for a day of celebration
tickets for the Sophomore Hop Hst
%. Sokolsky. £
!vls grown
™Mr. Sokolsky emphasized the ooint
The new college directory, formerUshering in the formal dance seal»" simple, quiet land into a great 'hat his sneech was made for infor- ly known as the "address book", will permission to use the facilities of for the '44 coeds, who will show their 12 dances and two extras. Number .. son, the class of 1943 presents its ed'
the Women's Union for a co-edu11 and 12 will not be played, and
thankfulness for the ending of coed
l^/power that must be reckoned mation only, not action. According to be on campus and ready for distribution of the annual Sophomore Hop,
cational recreational weekly series
intermission will come, as usual,
se t0 power throu h
rules for the year, under the guidance
him,
no
per.-on
in
the
chapel
Monday
tion
today,
it
was
announced
last
night
KV»n r°
& the
with nincy couples -ekking to Chase
of open houses. The first occurs
of the Student Government.
between the fifth and sixth dances.
r . the Anglo-Japanese alliance night will ever Hve to see the day by Ruth Ober '41, in direct charge of
Hah next Saturday evening to he&i the
next Friday from 7-9 in charge of
In short, dance 11 doesn't exist,
At this time the freshman girLa will
B s. Onar.cial aid, but her future when this role of Japan's isn't debat- the publication.
versatile a;rangements of Ruiy WalJane Hathaway. All are invited to
and 12 just isn't These two numappear in gym outfits in Rand Hall
The Women's Student Government,
lies tt-ith the axis. It la a com- able with the same pessimism—there
lace's 12 piece orchestra.
play, dance, and eat.
bers will feature vocals by Yehudi.
gymnasium for their morning exerILd situation that Japan faces. ia nothing that can be done about it.
assisted by the office of th» Dean of
Chairman i^eighton Watts and nis
cises. Upperclass girls, of course, will
f w been allied with Great BriWomen, overseers the publication of
Proves Entertaining
Hop committee have built their arbe
on
hand
to
spur
them
on.
she has tried to be neutral, and Bull Sessioner
the directory. Natalie Webber '42 and
rangements around a Thanksgiving
A set of rules to govern the actions
fw joined ihe axis. None of these
Judy Handy '42 have assisted Mistheme. The Chase Hall fireplace will
The
informal
discussion
in
Chase
that day of the members of the class
courses have been eminently
Ober.
be transformed into a genuine Puritan
ilall
was
very
interesting.
It's
imposof 1944 has been established by the
The directory, completely redesigned
Kfssful. Neutrality failed because
Twelve
seniors,
chosen
on
a
basis
of
wood-burner — iron kettles and all.
Student Government. One of the stipubaa such an inadequate supply sible to give even the briefest reviev this year, will be on sale by proctors In
character,
scholarship,
participation
In
Cornstalks, pumpkins, and Indian rePresidcnt and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray|lations provides that no make-up may
|'foods and raw materials and be- of all Mr. Sokolsky spoke about. But the women's dormitories, while men
outside activities, and potential useful- galia promise to create the original
he
did
cover,
with
wit
ana
elar.y.
the
can purchase them at the College leave n'xt week for a trip through the be used all day.
Lge the present war has created
ness to business and society, have been holiday atmosphere.
To show the proper servile attitude
faerelict areas", such as the Dutch wonderful fight th- RAK is putting up, Store. A price of fifteen cents has been Middle West, with meetings scheduled
selected to represent tho college In
the
very
doleful
picture
of
the
future
Ticket- programs can be obtained
set.
with alumni organizations in Chicago towards those fortunate enough to be
bit Indies, which posseig certain
"Who's Who Among Students in
of
the
Republican
party,
and
various
from
Richard Becker in 'l3 West ParThis 1940 directory is the first print- and Cleveland, and a visit planned to in the upper three classes, the first American Universities and Colleges."
Lais of the Jape"cse. Her part In the
points of international political.
ker
or
from Robert Achlbald in 15 East
ed
and
bound
edition
to
be
published.
the
church
in
Port
Huron,
Michigan,
year
coeds
will
be
required
to
say,
fol1(0 is rather uncertain because the
The five women chosen are Joa-ine
A few qu .tes from the bull session It contains 16 pages of information, where he was a minister for five lowing the silent period at meals, "We
Parker. Priced at $2.25, the bids are
liss demands so much of her and has
Lowther. Marilyn Miller. Gale Rice,
may prove of interest "AH diplomats locating all peoile and offices con- years.
printed in attractive pine, garnet and
are thankful for the upperclassmen
|solittle to offer.
Frances Wallace and Harriet White.
are dopes". "The Italians won't beat nected with the college. The informaThis also demonstrates the proper The men are Arthur Belliveau Ed- white colors.
Pres. Gray will occupy the pulpit of
■ Japanese Cant
the Greeks. The Italians were born to tion does not appear in the College
spirit for Thanksgiving.
To most of the school, the outstandward Booth, Michael Buccigross, Harthe Port Huron First Baptist Church
be tenors and bar tones'. "The valiant Catalogue.
Injure M Europeans
The
following
rules
are
to
be
in
ing
feature of Rudy Wallace's orchesry
Gorman,
John
Haskell.
James
on the Sunday immediately following
Moreover the Japanese can't figure fight of the RAP shows the difference
Pirst in the book ia a list of all Thanksgiving. This will be the second force during the evening meal:
tra is probably the fact that Harry
O'Sullivan. and Donald Webster.
lout tie Americars and Europeans. between self-discipline and external College buildinr* with the offices and
(1) Wear hats and gloves, to be keot
A representative committee of fac- Vaughn, fomerly of the Bobcats and of
time he has returned to the church In
Itfillkie was sur.posed to have been discipline". "Those RAP boys look Hue telephones in each. Next Is the roll of
ulty, administration, and student gov- the class of '34, is included in the band.
35 years. The scene of his first pas- on during the meal.
Idected, but he wasn't. Italy was sup- sissies witn their cute little mustaches, faculty and administration members
(2) Carry pooketbook during meal.
ernment members nominated the cantorate, Pres. Gray lived in Port HuBut the group has other claims to
! to be able, to beat Greece, but but they're in there delivering". and office staffs, with home addresses
(3- Wear a high-hetled shoe and an didates. The list has been submitted fame. Vocals are handled by Gene
ron from 1901 to 1905.
lit't. And the Germans were supposed "Roosevelt will be a more conserva- and telephone numbers.
ankle-sock on one foot, and a low- to the University of Alabama where
Jones, who is also first saxophone playIt is interesting to note another
■ How the RAp out of the air, but tive president during the next four
The Student Directory section lists
heeled shoe and silk stcoking on the the volume Is published.
er. Al Bell, graduate of Oberlin ColErtes
graduate,
Harold
W.
RichardIlit too has failed. Mr. Sokolsky said years than he has the past four". "The the name, class, college address and
other foot.
Questionnaires have been sent to lege, trumpet player, and arranger,
con
'30,
is
now
minister
of
the
church.
|±at the reelection of Roosevelt has German air attack against Great Bri- home address of each student. In case
these seniors, asking for biographical has had several of his arrangements
<4) "Do not eat dessert.
Rev. Richardson and his wife, the forI a great effect on the foreign gov- tain is in its last waning spurt".
of local students or off-campus stuAt the conclusion of the meal the information to be used in the book. accepted by Jimmy Lunceford and
mer Mildred Tourtollltt '30, are now
dents, telephone numbers are also inoccupying the same positions once held freshmen will all join in a song ex- The name and short descriptive sketch Vaughan Monroe.
cluded
pressing thankfulness for the upper- of each person will be included, with
by Pres. and Mrs. Gray.
Members of the orchestra hail from
It has been discovered that at least
no obligation being imposed on any of
classmen.
On
Dec.
2,
the
President
will
attend
various sections of New England, but
one student lives on the fabulous Easy
The committee, appointed by the the students.
they now make their headquarters in
Street, as evidenced by the last entry the banquet and meeting of the ChiThe book, published annually since
Student
Government,-in charge of the
Shelburneham, N. H, traveling to
In the directory. Miss Elaine Younger cago Bates Ali:mni Club. Winslow
1934. aims to present a cross-section
Smith '08, secretpry of the frroup, is in day, consists of Virginia Fisher '43 and
their engagements in their own under'43
is
listed
as
residing
on
that
street,
of the outstanding college students
by Mitchell A. Melnick '43
men who hold higher positions on the
June Atkins '43.
general
charge
of
the
arrangements.
Pi'.tsfield, Maine.
throughout America. Available to stu- size bus. They have done much of their
touching out on its own this year, board. The man who reaches the top
Christian Madison '39, who is now asBecause
of
the
extremely
low
price
dents at $3.85, the volume represents work in the vicinity of Portland, havF* Chase Hall Committee met last and can successfully hold it against it is necessary, in order to prevent un- sistant district Boy Scout executive of
more than 540 institutions and approx- ing opened Ricker Gardens this seapursday night and arranged a tenta- all of the men on hia triangle, will
the
Chicago
Council,
is
contacting
the
son.
due losses, to curtail the issuing of
imately 4000 Individuals.
Inre program of entertainment for the be the winner of that group. Then,
younger Bates graduates in Ihe reany
complimentary
copies
of
the
direcChaperones for the affair will be
■W of the school year according to the winners will play for the cham- tory.
gion.
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray,
Ickairman Richard Wall '41. Last year pionship. Prizes will Tie given for
Pres. Gray will participate in an allMr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Dr. and
ft committee was guided by Jack singles and doubles in ping pong and
day meeting of the heads of the BapRepresentatives of many Maine high
Mrs. Edwin M. Wright, and Prof, and
bowling.
Only
individual
prizes
will
|Ctnis. who was Chase- Hall Director,
tist schools and colleges on Dec. 3.
schools visit the campus Saturday for
Mrs. Arthur N. Leonard.
be
given
in
pool
and
billiards.
All
the
his duties as Assistant Director
On Thursday of the week, he is another debate clinic in the series
students who are interested can sign
"Through
the
Mirror",
the
KodoI* Admissions take up all his time
The committee wishes to emphasize
scheduled to attend the banquet and sponsored by the Bates Interscholastic chrome. color movie of Bates College
Itiis year. The members voted that up in the college book store on
the fact that many of the picturesque
meeting
or
the
Cleveland
Bates
Club.
Debating League, when they are to activities, will ht shown in the Little
■■special feature- will be the attraction November 24th, 25th, or 26th. It is
decorations have been borrowed, and
A meeting of the newly formed New- Clarence Hatch '11 Is president of the I hear Thomas Howarth '42 and David Theatre, Friday, Nov. 22, at seven
hoped that the championship games
j< each dance and they wish to make
that it would be much appreciated if
man Club was held last Thursday in oi ganization.
Nichols '42 in a debate with Middle- o'clock and will last for three-quarters
lie games tournament much more of will be completed by January 6th so
the dancers would refrain from borbury College on the national high of an hour. The movie, which has been
that the awards can be given out by the auditorium of the St. Mary's Hos|« success than it has been formerly.
rowing any of these articles. Those in
pital nurses' home when the constituschool proposition.
the Carnival Queen.
phot graphed by John Curtis, assis- charge do not wish to be puritanical,
tion
of
the
club
was
adopted
and
nom•rtedule Another
To Hold Several
Arriving on campus the high school tant director of admissions, is spon- but they hope that the patrons will
inations of officers made. These offimm Dance
Chase Hall Coffees
students report at 10:30 in the Lit- sored by the Camera Club.
exhibit at least a few of the puritan
cers will be elected at the next meet"Through the Mirror" will present
Since this semester Is part of leap
tle Theatre to select subjects for the
virtues.
As last year. Chase 'Hall will be the
ing, tomorrow night at 7:00 o'clock in
T another reverse dance is sched- scene of some more men's coffees.
extemporaneous speaking exhibition. not only shots of extra-curricula activa
» 'or about the middle of Decem- Prominent members of the campus as the nurses' home.
At 10.45 Irving Isiacson '36, a former ities but also classroom shots and
The fifth annual Mother's Week End
At the last meeting James Walbh
*• It proved to ibe very popular last well as men of the community who
Hates debater now associated with the scenes taken in the athletic departsaw the entertainment of approxi•"'ng. Some more excitement is to have an interesting hobby or unusu- acted as president and Virginia Yeolocal law firm of Brann & Isaacson, ment. Each sequence has as Its basis
mately eighty mothers by their junior
mans
as
secretary
with
Rev.
Father
* In store at each dance by the al work will be booked for Sunday
speaks on "The Increase of Power of a page of the "Mirror", the senior
and freshman daughters. The program
|»*arding of 8ve free tickets to the afternoons. It is hoped that the initial LeTourneau as chaplain.
the Federal Government" and at 11:30 yearbook.
which was climaxed Sunday with a
Nominations
were
held
for
the
vaThe picture presents an opportunity
*» of the lucky numbers from one will be held early at which Coach
Prof. Brooks Quimby takes as his
vesper service in the Chapel, will be
,
rious
officers,
and
the
final
election
for
students to see themselves and
'" 'M cream checks. Chaperones of Mansfield will show the past season's
subject "Is That Good Debating?" to
will take place Thursday. Those nomi- remembered as a distinct success.
I "ening will draw the winning football pictures.
be followed by a discussion of debate their friends on the screen. Members
Approximately 50 schools were repnated were James Walsh '41, Edward
of the faculty may also observe themThe Sports Review, although trans- procedure and tactics.
Assisting
Chairman
Wall
are
resented
at a conference for high
selves
going
through
their
daily
rouRafferty '41, and William Donnelan
school dramatics directors, sponsored
kmes tournament will be in order Ernest Oberst '41, Walter Driscoll 41 for president; James Scott '42, Jos- ported to the cage because of bad weaIn the afternoon session Miss Nel- ine in the classroom.
|*'n soon after the Thanksgiving '42, John Donovan '42, Armand Dad- eph Howard '42. and John Malone '42 ther, was nonetheless, a complete and liemae Lange '25. now of the Lewiston
Orrin Snow, president of the Camera by the Speech Department last Satur■» in ping pong, howling, pool, dazio '42, Lester Smith 43, Calvin for vice-president; Virginia Yeomans ffective demonstration of our WAA High School faculty, presides over a Club, extends a sincere welcome to all day.
I r* billiards. First there will be the Gates '43, and WaMermar Flint '43. '41, Valerie Saivlngs '43, and Norma sports. Very well received, also, was round table discussion for high school students, members of the faculty, and
This first effort of its kind was so
'Ping board games in which play- Next year the two senior members Field '41 for secretary, and James the dance recital whose original dances coaches <ird SUM Lavinla M. Schacf- their friends.
much
of a success that its is hoped
were
performed
in
the
usual
style
of
8
I* Wl be assigned a tag along a row will be replaced by two freshmen who O'Sullivan '41, John Stahlberger '43,
fer conducts a demonstration and disto continue the clinic as an annual
the
club
members.
The
afternoon
was
a
will
he
elected
by
vote
of
the
present
P triangular board. They will adcussion of extemporaneous speaking.
affair. The lectures and demonstraand Leo Mulhern '41 as treasurer.
limaxed with the mothers and daughI Ce from their positions by beating committee.
At 3:15 comes the intercollegiate detions received general praise by those
Refreshments were served.
ters being entertained at tea in the bate with the Middlebury speakers,
present as being of considerable value
Union by the Women's Stu-G.
John Connor '41 and Kyle Brown '42,
An audience of about 400 braved in their work with high school dramaThe spirit of comradeship continued upholding the affirmative of the propThursday
night's rainstorm to hear tic organizations
to prevail throughout the program. Af- osition "Resolved, that the power of
Lectures were given by Miss Lavinla
ter a fine banquet and an excellent per- the Federal Government should be In- Horace Jacobson and Fred McCain of
formance at the Little Theatre, moth- creased". David Jennings '41, secretary the University of New Brunswick op- M. Schaeffer, director of drama! Ics,
The first contingent of practice
The first tea lance of the year spon- ers were given a chance to glimpse of the Bates Debating Council, is the pose "the political union of the United Professor Brlcker of the University of
., rIe witty '41 was elected presiteachers started off on their new
sored by Lambda Alpha will take p'ace a typical Saturdcy night dance. Toge- chairman of the debate and of the States and Canada" in a Chapel debate Maine, and Professor Quinby of Bowf the CIason Kev at last we8k s
duties last week with high hopes
on Friday, Dec. 13, from 4:45-6:15. ther mothers and daughters returned forum period which follows.
with Harriet White '41 and Sumner doin College.
F*** of this undergraduate, stuof becoming successful dispensers
Norma Field '41. chairman of the to the dorms to add the finishing
Levin '42.
,
At th? morning session in the Little
L Emotional organization. R'chThe first of this year's series of
of knowledge. They Include Velna
The international team arrived here
committee, has announced that tickets touches to a busy day by taking adTheatre, Miss Schaeffer spoke on "The
cock '42 was elected secreclinics was entertained two weeks ago
Adams, to Gardiner; Betty Swann.
from Frederickton Wednesday mornmay be signed for on Nov. 22 at 1:00 vantage of the first real opportunity
Selection of Plays for High School",
by Laconia, N. H., High School with
^d new members chosen were
to Rumford; Stella Clifford, to
ing and at noon were Prof. Qulmby's
o'clock in the Town Room. Dec. b is to catch up on news from home with
0!,
"«t
Oh,
and Prof. Bricker gave a lecture and
several New Hampshire High Schools
1|
erst "41, Chandler Baldwin
Bath; Ruth Bailey, Mexico; Harthe deadline for payment of the $1.00 enough of this to keep a conversation participating. Saturday Ellsworth High guests at a Kiwanis Club luncheon. demonstration on "Casting the High
I j** Horast Wood '43.
riet Belt, to Rumford; Martha
Thursday morning Jacobson address- School Play". In addition, the play
admission fee.
going into the wee small hours.
School was the scene of a clinic for
l*s-! """P 's made up of three senHutchins. to Windham. and Ralph
The committee members include
ed the student body at chapel and that production class presented the one-act
Sunday's
clear
skies
provided
the
the
schools
of
easteiii
Maine,
ana
tv-j
Seph Shalinon >41 beln
lithe J°men
* *• Caswell to Maine Central Insti- Barbara Moore '44, Jane White '43, setting for leave taking, the mothers more clinics arc being planned for afternoon the visitors met the mem- drama. "The Duchess Says Her PrayET
>ber—two juniors, and one
tute.
Barbara MaGee '42, and Jean Ryder from all reports and appearances hav- Massachusetts high and pieparatory bers of the Debating Council at a tea ers", by Mary Cass Canfield.
«liss°more Assistant Director of Adin the Women's Union which was ar'41.
ing had a wonderful time!
schools in December and January.
John Cur
In the afternoon, a discussion was
kiJ'*
tis acts as adminranged by Priscilla Bowles '42.
General Chairmen Jean Keneston
conducted on the subject, "Coordina*• adviser
Pres.
Clifton
D.
Gray
presided
at
the
The
•42 and Elizabeth Stafford '42, wish to
^on Key was organized in
debate and conducted the forum period tion of High School Dramatics with
I'^to
express their thanks in behalf of the
h ~ Pani(-'Pate in the general stuwhich followed; at the close of this Curricular Subjects", after which Prof.
Women's Student Government, WAA
Richard Thompson '41 became the
program the debaters were entertain- Quinby spoke on "Directing High
[Did .Promot'onal work of the college
and
the
Christian
Association
for
the
first
flight
trainee
this
year
to
"take
° 'ake charge of entertainment
ed at Pres. Gray's home where they School Plays".
The Student Government has schedsplendid cooperation given by the Adthe
ship
up
alone"
when
he
managed
s
Following this the Dance Chib, dimet members of the college faculty.
■t:h Pective student*. It is named
uled the first coffee on iU social calThe meeting of the freshman deministration, the Faculty, student comFriday morning McCain was the rected by Miss Margaret Fahrenholz,
|n,0,nor of Mr. O. B. CIason T7, who to find a dry hour in the midst of last endar for next Sunday afternoon in
bating squad at the home of Prof.
week's rain. His eight houw of flying the Women's Union. The coffee, in mittees, and all sophomore and senchapel speaker and he later addressed presented a demonstration on body
hut.?8 active In sending new stuBrooks Quimbj, 382 College street,
time in stage A completed, Dick took charge of Marguerite Mendall '41. is ior girls who helped to make this, the
* to Bates.
the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary Club at techniques and dances in the Women's
is scheduled for this evening from
over the controls from Instructor Ken for the sophomore*. Faculty members fifth annual Mother's Week End s
Locker Building.
their noon luncheon.
7:00 to 10:00.
|iCs,e 8rouP meets each week to dlsWakefiled and successfully completed
success!
*•«« of attracting student* to
have also been invited.
his long-awaited solo hop.
^nunuea on page four)
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New College Address Frosh Celebrates Sophomore Hop Opens
Of Co-Ed Rule Formal Dance
Book Appears Today End
Stu G Decrees No
First Printed And
Bound Directory
In College History

Make-Up On New
Eds To See Inside
Co-Ed Frolic Day
Of Women's Union

Pres. Gray To Visit
Central Alumni Clubs

Dance Saturday
Vocals By Yehudi
Feature Soph Hop Will Feature
Holiday Motif

Name 12 Seniors To
National Who's Who

\Chase Hall Committee Meets
\To Arrange Program For Year

High School Debaters
Visit Campus Saturday Camera Club Shows
Campus Movie Friday

Newman Club Elects
Officers Tomorrow

80 Co-Eds Entertain
Mothers On Campus

High School Teachers
Attend Speech Clinic

N. B. Debaters Make
Hit With Audience

Embryonic Teachers
Leave To Try Skill Tom Girls Announce

Pie Witty Heads .
I^on Key Slate
|«J °

Sale Of Dance Tickets

'

Thompson Takes Honors
Of First Campns Ace To Sole Stn-G Schedules Women's
Union Coffee For Sunday

1944 Debaters Meet
With Quimby Tonight

m HAWS SBJMtNT, CTD10BPAT, OTV»Mgnt » »*»

(^
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BATES STUDENT

Social Symphonies

Here a mother, there a mother,
everywhere a mother-—In fact, numerous mothers on campus last week end!
(Fommded m 1873)
So many that It can't be possible to
(BtodMt OflM TsL S7U-J)
(The Auburn News 8010)
get them all into this cloumn, but of
EDITOR
(XeL 8-S308)
BROOKS \V. HAMILTON '41 course they were the most important
social event of the past week.
MANAGING EDITOR .. (TeL 638-J)
EDWARD F. BOOTH '41
There seems to be quite a bit going on among the senior coeds. Last
Assistants: John Robinson '12, Ruth J. Stevens '42, George Hammond '43,
Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41, William Worthy Jr. '42, Marion Friday evening they entertained a repThomas '41, Janice Jayne '42, Mitchell Meinick '43, Robert Scott '43, Guy resentative portion of the "other side"
Campbell '43, Robert MacFarlane '44, Norman Boyan '43, Almon Fish '44,
Paul E. Fournier '44, Rita Silvia '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Bradley Dear- of campus In a rustic (pseudo, but
very effective) setting in Rand Gym.
born '41, Elia Smtttt '43, Sia Rizoulis '44, Michael Touioumtzis '44, Nina
fhere, amiu the cornstalks, hay, pumpLeonard '44, Virginia Hunt '44, Joan Stahlberger '43, Margaret Soper 43.
kins, and horses (?), they danced the
... (TeL S-S399)
RALPH F. TLLLER '42
NEWS EDITOB
Virginia reel and lady-of-the-lake
Staff: John Robinson "42, Richard Horton '42, Lysander Kemp '42, Richard with their "farmer boys" In true hayBaldwin '43, Norman Boyan '43, Arthur Fontaine '43, Weoster Jackson seed style. And tnus were the charms
'43, Mitchell Meinick '43, Almon Fish '44, Paul Fournier '44.
of the barn dunce introduced to Bates
campus.
Reporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Durant Brown '42, David Nickerson '42,
William Worthy '42, Robert Mar tell '43, Jack atahloerger '43, Tnomas
Several members of the class of '41
Winston '43, Harry Barba '44, Richard Cummmgs '44, Donald Day '44, have left their comfortable abodes and
Francis Gingras '44, Albert Guttenberg '44, Deane Hoyt '44, Michael
joined the working group—In oth°r
Touioumtzis '44.
words, the cries of practice-teaching
From the News: Edmund Leonard '41, John Prokop '41.
are heard once more around Rand
WOMEN'S EDITOB
(TeL 8307)
ANNETTA BARBUS '41 Hall. Velna Adams, Stella Clifford,
fat Hutchins, Betty Swann, Ruth
Reporters: Barbara Abbott'41, Aino Puranen '4L Frances Wallace '41,
Bailey and Frankie 3elt are among
Ruth Sanforc '41, Jean RyJer '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne Lowthose missing.
ther '41. Edith Hunt *4L Catherine Winne '4L Ruth Stevens '42,
Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Frost '42, lKnothy Foster '42, Helen MarPortland seem? tc have attracted a
tin '42, Elizabeth Moore *42, Patricia Bradoury "*2, Gladys u.ckinore
few gals this past week end—Miry
•42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Margaret Soper '43, June Atkins '43,
Kverett '42, Dorothy Marston '44, and
bottle Ross '42.
Elia Santilli '43, Jeanne Grenan 43, Elaine Younger '43.
Fran Wallace '41 claims she had a
SPORTS EDITOB
(TeL 8-4122)
JOHN DONOVAN '42
wonderful time at Tufts College InterStall: Allan Rollins '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, David Nitkeron '42, i^ven
fratern.ty dance.
Turadian '42, Marcel Boucher '43. Myles Delano '43. Winston Gteaton
Pussy Kendr.cks and Ruth Horse•41, George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43. Join, Stanmeyer 43.
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NEED FOR A CHANGE
One of the striking contrasts in a co-ed college is that which
exists between the governing of male and female students. Men
students are now, almost without exception, given almost complete
freedom of action in their daily lives. The principle is that these
men must sooner or later be thrown upon their own devices. So
why not start it in college.
That this has worked well in the vast majority of cases is
fluickly demonstrated by the small number of expulsions each year

HuRDUElT CHAPTER .STIPULATES"
THAT 1HERE BE ON THE BOAKDOF
REGEMTS 'ONE FARMER,ONE
WOMAN ANt> ONE PERSON OF G0CO
MORAL CHARACTER".

/SO YOUR "HERO 0FTHE WEEK*
OR OTHER SUITABLE MATERIAL
FOR THESE CARTOONS'TO'- NORM
LEA-323 FAWKES BUILDING,
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA.

Newspaper Work Is Interesting
But Also Has Unpleasant Aspects

of future world. And herein lies the hope of the younger generation. If we can somehow raise ourselves above the present messy
picture, if we can adopt a long-range attitude, and demand that because of contrary behaviour. And the benefits to that majority
the decisions of the immeaiate problems be made on that basis, are conceded by most everyone.
then there is hope of something better ahead.
The story is somewhat different, however, on the other side
of
campus.
Change has been slow here. There is still a large
There is great possibility of our going to war. War to many,
amount
of
regulation
of the co-ed's actions. That there is good reacertainly looks like the best immediate solution to some of our
son
for
this
is
certain.
problems. But what is the best solution? The immediate, or the
But we wonder if perhaps much of the reason isn't a relic of
long-range? How many people think of this?
past ideas. It seems to us that a faster general trend the other
This talk of long-range perspective is not merely wishful
way is in order. Co-eds, too, will one day be graduated to a world
thinking. It is more than ethereal idealism. It is perhaps the one
where regulations are not so tangible, punishments are more
practical and certain way out of the present dilemma. For "... out
obscure. Is it healthy for the co-ed to be thrust into the world withof this confusion will come a system which will be a compromise."
out this training in self-discipline, rather than paternal discipline?
That compromise, that new system, must be good. That com- If it has worked with the men, why not with the women?
promise must be as little as possible on the side of selfish interest.
The job goes farther than the college. But the college might
There must be something better to show for the sacrifice, of whatever form, that lies ahead. The easy, immediate solutions don't well be the starting point for a healthy change in this matter.
usually promise anything better to follow.
DOWN IN CHASE HALL
Down at Chase Hall there is a men's lounge. In the lounge
there are supplied various periodicals for the amusement of those
who go there. These are supplied by the College, but finally the
money for them must come out of the pockets of the students.
So when some person or persons unknown goes there and takes
a magazine for his own, or removes something (like the Varga
calendar) from one of them, he is taking money from his classmates' pockets. Let aforementioned person or persons unknown
take stock of themselves. 'Nuff said.

FROM THE NEWS
By Edmund Leonard '41 and Ella Santtem .45

ABSENT-MINDED PGCFESTCR
WHO FOR&OT TO «/RI1E A 43.52
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ALTJMNI NOTES
Among this fall's betrothals and
weddings are found several of Bates'
by the Managing Editor
nlumnl. The following are a f3w of
One
of the women's editors of the
which the Alumni Office has been InStudent
used to say, "Newspaper
formed: The engagement of Grace
riall'we'.l '40 and John Woodbury Jr. work is too, too fascinating." Naturalwas announced on Back-to-Bates ly, she drew many a laugh and many
National
Auvei
using
Service,
»nc.
week end: Johnny is teaching mathe- a bronx cheer; but, she always mainPublished weekly during the college
College Publishers Representative
matics and Eng'ish at Keene High tained, "Newspaper work is too, too
year by the Students ol Bates College
420 MADISON AVI.
NEW YORK. N.Y.
School, Keene, N. H. Charles Cook Jr fascinating."
CHJCKO • Mni • Lot MIIUS ' ■" FUBCIICO
'38 who Is employed at the offices of It was my privilege to work this sumPhillips Petroleum Co. Phllg^a division, mer on a morning paper. My hours
South Sudbury, Mass., announced his were from 6 at night until quarter past
Entered as second-class matter at engagement to Miss Dorothy Rooin- two in the morning when I had to call
ftssocialed Coile&iate Press
the Post Office, Leunston, Maine son of Lowell, Mass. Miss Jeanne rtl- the weather bureau and find the 2
Distributor of
I
vard '38 of Lewiston was married to a. m. temperature report. Then and
Subscription . . . *2£0 per year
Roland E. Fu-j3on of Salmon Falls, not till then, was my day's work over.
in advance
Cblle6iateDi6est
N. H, on Oct. 2P. On Nov. 4 Miss When I went in at 6 o'clock, the first
Annette Gorman '37 and Rcbert Har- thing I had to do was clip all stories
vey '38 were married; they aie resid- that appeared in the evening paper
THIS MAD WORLD
and which "our" paper had not had.
ing at 9 Walnut street in Auburn.
As soon as Uiese were clipped, the
One who formerly held the office of editor on this paper, and Howard H. Becker '38 and FUther- cIt
;»-,»
ITI,„
\
TJ
i
■--.
who is now studying journalism in one of America's largest uni- r.e (Thomas) Becker '37 are living in y, editor
- assigned the stories to the
■
,
. , . i various reporters to be rewritten or
r,.i„,„
Cnicago when he 's employed In the
versities, recently summed up today's world quite nicely with:
for a local to be made.
claims department of the Liberty Mu"What a lack of leadership . .. what a mass of confused popu- tual Insurance Co.
Foreign Funerals
lar thinking .... out of this confusion will come a system which B'itanor Hapgood '39 is laboratory Prove Bugaboo
technician at Waterbury Hospital, WaI always was thankful there were
will be a compromise. In other words we are about to be forced to terbury.
Conn.
give up a goou deal . . • but an attempt will be made to keep the Jean A. Lowry '37 is at Andrew Col- no more than 10 undertakers in town.
Each night as soon as I had finished
loss down. It is a dreary mess . . . we'll all sutler, but there must lege, Cuthbert, Ga., where she is di- clipping the evening paper, I had to
be a way out"
rector of the department cf speech and call each of the 10 morticians, find
dramatic art
out if they had any "cases" or had
Yes, and here we are, the youth, several million strong. And
had any interments that day. If so,
there is the world we enter. A world in which clear, articulate thinkall details, and as accurate details as
ing and deciding is a rare thing. A world nevertneless beset with
possible, had to be noted. A Greek or
CLUB NOTES
Lithuanian funeral was my bugaboo.
problems demanding immediate solution. TUe solutions ot those Politics Club
problems, in fact, will decide the nature of the world. Still tnere is, The Politics Club meets Nov. 26 In Try to write down a list of foreign
as yet, no great and effective leadership, and little intelligent a panel and open forum to discuss names with six consonants in a row
current Canadian-United States rela- as some one reads them over the telethought.
phone. So, it was impossible to be
tions.
completely accurate; thus, many
Not a pretty picture. But facts often are not pretty.
Heelers and Robinson Players
apologies were forthcoming to irate
The govermnent, our method of holding our society together, A business meeting of the Rob- relatives who found their name spellinson Players was held In the Little j ed Czakjmaz instead of Czakijmazc.
rests, in the final analysis, on the consent of the governed. (Tyran- Theatre
on Monday.
Political rallies were fun to report.
nies stand for a time on their own consent, but ao not iast.) And Frank.
The candidates were looking for a
everywhere we see evidence that the governed is being led in its La Petite Academle
regular reporter, their ego would
consent by those advocating, behind the scenes, seihsh interests.
La Petite Academie met last night have suffered had they known a cub
in Libbey Forum with Mervin Alem- reporter had been assigned to cover
This is the immediate picture. Beyond this, there is some kind bik '44, native of France, speaking.
their important discourse on the state
CUMULATION MANAGER .. (TeL 8-339!)) FREDERICK. C WUTXTEN '41
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43, Richard
Carroll '42, George Chaletzsky '42, Hildreth Fisher '42, Waidemar Flint
'43, Robert Goodspeed '44, Thomas Hayden '42, Jonn Hennessy '43, Joseph
Howard '42, David Kellsey '44, Vincent McKusick '44, Elia Santilli '43,
Richard Yaxdley '44.
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of affairs. Seeing no real newspaperman there, they would let down their
guard and say things they were later
much sorry to see in print. One lawyer
running as a Republican candidate
for office admitted the Democrats had
been wiser when they based their
platforms on the one thing the ordinary man could understand, his pay
envelope. Some of the younger Gop
members came over to the newsroom;
I showed them my copy. They realized
how the lawyer's statement would
read in print, and tried to make me
eliminate it, their reason being the
lawyer had said it "off the record." As
soon as I would agree to eliminate
one thing, they wanted another statement eliminated. Finally, I reared on
my hindlegs, balked, and said, "Well,
then every thing said was off the
record. Is that right." They complimented me on my intelligence and
patted themselves on the back for getting out of that scrape. Then I upset
them.

O. S. AID TO
CHINA AND BRITAIN
Col. Frank Knox expressed the
hope before the 16th annual conference of the New England council, that .the American people
would go to the rescue of China as
well as to the rescue of Britain.
It was substantially decided by the
reelection of President Roosevelt
that we would eive all aid short
of war to Great Britain.
Secretary Knox declared that,
'.What we wtU net do is to apjease
anyone on earth" Such a statement as this is certainly uiking a
strong stand in such a trouoled
world. Many times strong arms
follow strong attitudes. In any case
we will be In a position in about
three weeks to be ready for nearly
anything that any foreign power
could offer.
When questioned about what attitude the United States shouid
take toward entering the war, CoL
Knox said: "We should act as
though we were going in, and then
if we don't. God bless us."

GREEKS TURN
BACK ITAIJANS
Contrary to all expectations the
Greek army has turned back the
Italians at all vital points and
now the situation is assuming the
characteristics of the Greek counter-invasion. At many points the
Greeks have penetrated into Albanian territory to the depth of three
or four miles and in some cases
even further. Of course the question looms—Just how Ions; can the
Greeks keep UD their fine work?
In another phase of the same
war the British airforce virtually
blasted Italy's war fleet out of the
Mediterranean when they caught a
large portion of her fleet at Laranto in an air raid. Now Italy is
reSlly becoming worried, with the
British airforce and navy operating from Greek bases, they are in
a position to subject Italian air
and naval bases, and other strategic centers to severe bombing.
Just how effective these raids may
become is not certain, but the raid
on Laranto was an impressive
start.

NAZIS AND REDS
REACH ACCORD
During the past Week
representative, Mr. UHkJ,
ed Adolph Hitler. AcctwJS
reports he proved to be a
'
tener, perhaps somewhat*?^
dissatisfaction of high*V "»1
quarters.
~:^
Just what these office j
over and what results were 2
ed are not known. in ay °*%
ity the Russo-Chinese aw
Italo-Greek situations were *
tant topics in the converse**
far as the results go, aoU*l
known except that the siZ/
is nearly as uncertain ,*
before the meeting of MoW,**
Hitler.
When Mr. Hitler has had j
with some other important *\
In Europe, things have bet
happen. Will this meeting p, i
similar results?

AJFX IS PREPARED
TO ADVANCE DEFENSE
The American Federation j|
Labor with its largest memberfel
in its history i.i taking steps L
support President Roosevelt's am. I
gram of national defense.
The Federation feels that 1
unity is an indispensable ma
the national unity required by fcl
defense program, and they a\
willing to do their share to tot
about the unification of labor.
It was suggested that emplojal
lengthen the work week innat»|
al defense industries, but thisnl
received with a cold reception foal
the A. F. of L. leaders. H>.l
Green summed up their view win I
he said that there was no recs-l
sity for increasing the basic ironl
week until the slack of rxoail
unemployment has been taken n I
Mr. Greene feels sure that 1
Is measuring up to the requi*|
ments of the defense program i
an heroic way, and that the wort. I
ers are bringing to their task 11
skill and training that is suptia
to anything in any part 0! to
world.
Surely with such labor coupv
tion and unification our .-.atcaiJ
defense program is bound to bt^
success!

But Two Underclassmen Request
Copies Of Prof. Chase's Portrait

"That was an open meeting. EveryThe Campus recently observed the
thing said there should be and te go- second anniversary of one of the most
ing to be printed."- It was, with the popular and best liked professors in
complete approval of the city editor. the history of .the College, Prof.
George M. Chase, known affectionately
Not all Pleasant
by hundred's and hundreds of former
Work Either.
students
as "Goosey" Chase. The anNewspaper work has Its unpleasant
sides. One morning, about 1:30, a cop niversary serves to call attention
stuck his head in through the door again to the memorial fund started
and yelled a man walking along the last year by a group of alumni headed
railroad tracks had been struck and by Abbot Pliny Smith 2nd, '34. The
killed by a train. The two regular re- original plan of this alumni commitporters who were still there went to tee was to raise a large enough sum
the railroad yard and left me to call of money so that a room in Coram
the police station to get all the in- Library could be refurnished and
formation I could. A half hour later, equipped to house the College's
they came back, looking quite sick and classical library. This room was to be
with a distinct death-like pallor known as the Chase Memorial room.
around the lips. Their story was far Alumni Doing
from pretty. As they were walking Most of Work
Nearly all the work involved in raisalong the tracks, towards the place
where the body lay, they kept seeing ing the fund has been done by Smith
little bits of flesh. Finally they start- and his colleagues, although students
ed to cross the tracks to get to the were asked to, and did, contribute to
body. One had a flashlight. All of a the fund. The alumni secretary and
sudden he said, "Better be careful the library staff also co-operated in
where you step." He flashed the light this endeavor.
As soon as enough money had been
on the feet of the other fellow. Both
suddenly felt sick, the second man collected to meet the costs, an oil porhad been about to step on the dis- trait of the late professor was commembered leg of the victim. The next missioned from the famous Norway
night, this same reporter had to artist, Vivian Akers. Mr. Akers, uscover a drowning accident, made ing various snapshots and photoworse hy the fact had artificial respir- graphs of Prof. Chases painted an exation been more skillfully applied, the cellent portrait, one that caught the
victim would have lived. Two fatal full force of the personality of the
accidents in two nights were too much scholarly gentleman
that
was
for the reporter. He lived on a cup of X3oosey." This portrait was presented
coffee for the next few days.
at commencement time this year to
I still agree with the former wom- Pres. Gray, in behalf of the CoUege,
en's editor. No matter how simple or by Smith. During commencement
how routine your Job Is, and mine week, the portrait was displayed in
was simple and routine, it is still lots the entrance to Coram Library. It was
off fun!
then hung for the time being In one
of the women's reading rooms, until
the Chase Memorial room should become a reality.
Christian Service Club
Students and professors who contriMiss Juliette Glguere, president of
buted a dollar or more to the fund were
tuc Lewiston-Auburo Social W.rkers
told, this Fall, they could obtain a
Ciub and executive secretary of the
miniature of the portrait by calling
Androscoggin Tuberculosis Associa- at the CoUege store. So far, two stution, spoke to the Christian Service
dents have asked for theirs. There
Club last evening at the home of Dr.
are about fifteen professors eligible
Myhnnan on *he subject of "What the
to receive the portrait, while the numthinking intelligent Christian can do
ber of students who wiU receive one
to improve conditions in a commu- is not known.
nity". Anne Bruemmer '42 was In
Until more money i8 raised, it is
charge of the program, and Franquite
doubtful whether much work
cesca Harlow '43 sang » ^^
can be done to outfit the room In taa

library to honor Prof. Chase. TheoS;
mittee had originally planned to W
the classical collection housed M
as well as some two hundred lw*|
that Mrs. Chase has given from *.
husband's library to the College. W
Chase last week gave the lihra.7*^
of the books she is planning to W
The Librarian is now making plw^
the housing of these fine and vah*
books.
At the present time, it looto"'
the Chase Memorial roo:n in lie"!
ry Is atUl far from a tangible re*
Only when the alumni and taeP^
e-nt seniors, the only ciass in Co"^
which knew Prof. Chase, start* I
verted drive will the room cease» J
a dream.
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iifopham Goes In For
Lring Music, Baseball
vomian J- Boyan '43
• « the policy of the Sports
I Mt*Uing STUDENT to bring to
f tbe
die student body the
Attention «
7 the senior football cele■>tities
K „< the caampus, it causes great
Rv

r
to present A1 T°Pham- "T°P"
l^'jre Batcs from Huntington Prep
W'° Bo,ton four years ago last
6001
" at the ripe old age of sixKLidentally. he was not old
r
to register for the draft.)
I**8" Huntington, he was a four

r man, P'a>'inS ****& football,
P*.

and baseball, and indulging in
f track in the off-season. He
|t bit o ,, t such gridiron greats as
ains
'TycUan of St Anslem's great
i ,«m. and Vito Ananis of BosCollege's Cotton Bowl team of
^ «ar when he was fifteen years

doing

*"

SPORT SHOTS
By JOHN DONOVAN '4S

Hoop Men Practise Injury Robs Belliveau
For Hartwick Duel Of "Pirates" Try-Out

With the footlall season still recen»
We noticed, with interest a story going to deny that Jim Daly deserves I hiatoTy B^, 8ports fans „« turnwhich appeared In several Maine dally the bid. He does—although it seems mg tneir attention to the Alumni Gym
papers during the latter part of last unlikely that the powers-that-be willwhere
^^jty
basketball
coach,
week. Maine sport writers, ever on look to Maine for material for the AHBuck SpinkSi aas already started to
the alert, picked up Jimmy Powers, Eastern team. At any rate, they'
send a Urge ^.onp of wouid-be varace sports columnist for New York's never have.
sity courtsters through their Initial
biggest tabloid. Powers, apparently in
Too bad our Bate's varsity did not paces.
a frivolous mood, figured out by us- play In New York where they might
The squad is led by Co-Captains
ing a comparative score basis that have drawn the attention of some of
City College of New York was five the Influential and more widely read Harry Gorman, nigh-scoring forwai i,
points better than Notre Dame. Since sports writers. If Jim Daly Is of All- and Brud Witty, a brilliant defensive
Colby defeated C.ON.Y. early in the Eastern calibre (and, In our humble guard. Both of tnese men are recupseason, 14-0 loyal Maine newsmen opinion, he Is) so, certainly. Is Art erating from a strenuous season of
football. Witty Is still bothered by a
boldly announced that Colby must be Belliveau.
bad kr.ee Injury sustained in gridiron
19 points better than Notre Dame.
warfare. Around these two veterans
We hate to be facetious, but by the
same token, since Colby defeated our
Below is our All-State team. We and two other lettermen, Red RafBates eleven by enjy five points, the like It. Maybe you don't. In that case tery and Don Webster, the GarBobcats must have a two-touchdown vou can d somelning about It. On net mentor hopes to build a smoothfunctioning,
hi^h-scoring
quintet.
•io vantage over the fighting Trisn.
page four in tins Issue will be found a
While we are floating along in th's blank form to be filled out. Pick your Raftery, another forward, really came
Lgbtar vein, did you happen to notice own All-State team and hand 11 in to into hi3 own last year as he led the
the sports column in one of the big the Sports Editor or to any member team in scoring. Webster, lanky centime weekly news magazines early In of the Sports Staff before Saturday ter, is a defensive giant.
the Fall, the writer of which, with his evening. Ballots will be compared and
It seems al this time that Coach
tongue in his check picked Bates as a names appearing most often will be Splnks will have to do without the
strong contender for a Rose Bowl bid? placed on the STUDENT-Readers' All- services of Art Belliveau and Pete
Once more may we be facetious and Maine Football Team. Decision of Maskell, lettermen last year, who will
say that If anyone followed the afore- judges will be final. No box tops re- not be able to play this winter bementioned Mr. Powers' rating Bates turned.
cause of the press of numerous other
might conceivably be a Rose Bowl
ALL-STATE TEAM
activities. Then, too, "Buck" must find
candidate?
Backs:
someone to, at least, partially fill the
However, no one takes Jimmy PowBelliveau
Bates
shoes of last years' captain, Howie
ers seriously—except the management
Bell
Bowdoln
Kenney, who has been lost via the
of the New York Yankees which has
Barrows
Maine
graduation rout*.
a million dollar suit against Jimmy
Haldane
Bowdoln
However, the court coach is already
and his paper for some rather disBucclgross
Bates
giving Norm Boyan, Carl Monk and
paraging remarks he allegedly made
Ends:
"Red" King, all of whom were standabout the ever-popular Lou Gehrig.
Helin
Colby
cits on last year's frosh club, a thorJust in case some one should take
Stearns
Maine
ough looking over. Others from the
Powers seriously (and he IS one of
Tackles:
sophomore class who are drawing atthe
highest
salaried
writers
in
the
busSaturday afternoon, the GometTopham
Bates
tention are: Hal Sturgls, "Kiper" JosBlack hockey teairs threw dignity and iness) we noticed that he mentioned
Serota
Maine
selyn, Al Wight, Bill Buker, "Ball"
finesse to the winds in their effort to recently In his column that Jim Daly.
Guards:
Tardiff, "June" Watts, Frank Mullet,
entertain the visiting mothers. "Dig- Colby's stellar guard, should get a poParmenter
Bates
"Del" Delano, "Mickey" Walker and
Sabastean&kl
Bowdoln
nity" was done away with automati- sition on the All-Eastern team that
Johnny MacDonald. The last mentionCenter:
cally, when the girls donned apparel of opposes the All-Western team in Calied two men did not play frosh basketfornia
New
Year's
Day.
We
are
not
Austin
Bowdoln
weird color and design. "Finease" bowball last year but in the few practice
ed out, when a basketball was substisessions held thus far they have shown
tuted for the regulation hockey ball.
promise and ability.
Easier to hit, the substitution bounced
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right in any

•s league for a youngster. He cap*", his prep school hockey team
"rLks this sport as his number two
«orite after football
jtag with his athletic prowess, Al
j M slouch as a student, but keeps
-to marks, receiving a big thieeLjjt last semester. All through prep
j»l A' kePt his marks high' and
iju done the same while here at
L never giv.ng the coaches worry
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Art Belliveau '41

By Jack Stahlberger '45
Without a doubt every student In
college could point out Art Belliveau
and tell you something about his feats
on the gridiron, the diamond, and the
basketball court but very few could
tell you anything about Art himself because he is about the most unassuming and modest fellow that can be
found on campus.
With this in mind, "Artie" was interviewed to try to find out something
about him which the columns upon
columns of newspaper space proclaiming his ability to run through a broken field with the skill of an Ali-Ameridan, to go back of second base and
spear potential base hits, or to spilt
the cords with unusual regularity did
not make public knowledge.
Artie Is Many Times
An Office Holder
Far from confining his activities to
athletics Belliveau holds several important campus offices. The foremost
of these is the presidency of the senior class, followed by vice-presidency
of the Vars'ty Club. Add to this the
fact that he is a proctor in the New
Dorm and a head waiter at the Commons and one can see that Mr. Belliveau is a very busy man.

A product of Gardner, Mass., and
'about his eligibility.
Cushlng Academy, which also sent to
Keen he first came here to Bates,
Bates, Mike Bucclgross and Brud
il weighed 250 pounds, but now only
Witty, Art will have garnered no less
(jpsthe scales at a mere 205. He even
than eleven letters by the time he
fed all of his hair then, and if you
graduates in June. These were gathAny man In the Bates student
ered in football, baseball, and basketion't believe it, just take a look at
body presenting his Student Activball, the second of which he considers
the picture of tne freshman football
ities ticket may use the swimming
his favorite sport.
team o! the class of 1941. In his freshpool facilities ir the YMCA in Aunao rear, Al played baseball and put
As far as the future is concerned
burn for ten cents at any time durlie shot too. However, his greatest athArtie, a major in history and governthe hours prescr'bed by the T. The | ment, wants to teach and coach, alletic record has been set on the gridiron. He made all-Maine tackle almost
usual price is fifteen cents, the
though should he be offered n chance
uanimously last year, and may do
in professional baseball he would not
difference being supplied by the
ft same this year. He has made the
refuse it. Least one think this too reBates Christian Association.
imber "30" feared by all those who
mote I wish to inform you that Art
flayed against him, and respected by
was to have been given a trial by the
ill those who played with him. It will
Pittsburgh Pirates until an injured leg
be a hard job to fill the gap that and careened from one player to anprevented it and that he spends his
In addition to last year's frosh team,
JTop" will leave in the forward wall
summer vacations playing in the fast
Coach Spinks has several men who
other.
Then he graduates in June.
Twin States League.
played quite a bit of junior varsity
The latest thing in satan outfits was
His biggest sports thrill came this
ball last winter from whom to draw
Incidentally, the biggest thrill BelliGinny Yeoman's red flannels, topped
By Robert Scott '4»
back slots. Jim his oeen In the pig- recruits for the varsity. Dick Raymond,
(ear on the day of the Tufts game,
veau
ever got In sports came last sumThe
proverbial
postman's
holiday
had
off by a black short skirt and a bath
True to our promise this week's skin parade ten years and has also Tom Flanagan, Dave Shiff and John
when Tom pianagan fell on the bloc'cnothing on Head Football Coach Wen- mer while playing ball. Wtih the score
ing hat. Nina Leonard '44, sported a space is to be devoted to those pig- indulged In sw mming, basketball, and
rf attempt for a field goal by Jim
Draper arc among the best of these. dell Mansfield last week when he 0-0 and a man on first Belliveau came
giddy red and black something, that si. n heioes who have played their last baseball. At Bates Jim's work has
,<!$ullivan to w'n the game. The whole
Draper has one of the best pair of started a post-season vacation by at- to bat and worked the pitcher to a
was a cross between a frothy ballerina game under the Garnet colors. Nlrebeen in clearing the way as a blocking
shooting eyes on the squad. Two new- tending the Cornell-Dartmouth grid 3-0 count. At this point the manager
Kisg of the situation, with all the
get-\*p and a breezy Sonja Heni*. Bobcat stalwarts graduate this June back and In splitting the uprights for
comers to the squad are "Hoody" match Saturday. After many an excit- gave him the sign to hit, a very unMen jumrii.e- around and hopping
Vonnie Chase, in red too, but blue Among them are an entire backfleld three points when a score is needed
Wentzeli who played frosh basketball ing and harrowin? battle on the Bates usual thing to do in this situation, and
|m one another's shoulders and backs,
slacks, was a pert Buster Brown edi- unit and five ''• emen First that ser.or Sully, as you know, is the gent with
two years ago and Don McNeil, who schedule this ymx he must have re- when the unsuspecting hurler came in
|thril'ed Al more than any other occ ition, the "Brown", however, being a backfleld group deserves attention.
the educated tci. whose boots have formerly played with Portland Junior
lio'i in hit: football career.
ceived many a new thrill, neverthe- with a fast pitch Art slapped It over
big, red, crepe-paper bow. Someone's
First corner Captain Mike Bucci- provided game-winning scores more College.
the distant fence for a circuit clout.
ess, at this epoch-making contest
"Top" is ? tabid baseball fan, and iong football sweater enveloped Dotty
gioss. Mike's start was at Jamaica than once. A blocking back doesn't get
|«!though he ha« ro particular f'-vorite Dole and Dot Foster, the former's
When interviewed recently Coach
From the game Coach Mansfield Artie Tells
Plain HitfU. From h*«e Cushlng Acad- the columns of \ raise a ball-toter docs
u far as team? go, he is a real Bill neadress being a cellophane cap and
S ,nks statcd that h
* «•* *« the proceeded on to Ithaca, home of Cor- "Why Bates"
emy calmed Mr. bucclgross. Two but his work is just as important Big P
P*er enthusiast and so favo:s the goggles, the latter a spangled, cellomen are capable of doing great things
Perhaps the most significant thing
nell, where he is the guest of a longyears was Mike's period of service at Jim deserves plenty of praise for his
to on which Webster is playing. He phane-visored hat "Swicky", the Muthis winter and that with some hard
V'ork
in
mopping
the
field
for
the
time friend, grid coach Carl Snavely.
Cushing. All in all our cap has seen
(Continued en page four)
Wably ILBOWI more about basebal. riel, protected hei arms from the oftwork and a lot of drive they should
eleven years on the grid. Besides this fighting Bobcat
turn out to be a rather potent
(Continued on page four)
Bying ball, by wearing her shin-guards he's play id hu?key, baseball, and track.
Turning to tne next page we find outfit.
on her arms.
At Ia»es Mlko aeveloped Into a Hne Harry Gorman, the last cog In the allThe varsity opens against Hartwick
The game was played in the cage, plunging fullback deluxe. When a few senior backfleld. Harry Is the boy
mothers, friends, and the Bates Band yards were needed for first down at a whose booming punts have pulled the College a week after the Thanksgivcrucial moment, ihe play called «U Garnet out of many a tough spot. AI30 ing vacation. Bates sport fans will not
watching from the balcony.
Just before the end of the game, Buccigroso through the line. F»r-i famous this last season for being on soon forget the superior ball club
the Blacks made a goal, but no one downs usually resulted. Mike's consls- the receiving erd of those Belliveau- which the Indians from Upper New
seems to know who was responsible for tertly good play will cause his loss Gorman passes. Boston Latin w.s York State brought to Lewiston last
it, since practically everyone was tak- to be really felt during the 10*1 sea- rlarry's first look into the life of a year. As usual this year there will be a
son. A swell player and an equally foobtall hero. He was quarterback and junior varsity team. A full schedule
ing a swing at it. and at once.
good leader was Captain Michael Buc- captain his last year there. Besides for the jayvees ha3 not yet been drawn
This was not a game in the three- clgross.
football Handsome Harry his been seen up but they open against Higgins
game series WAA sponsors to close the
Next we find Artie Belliveau. Art's in basketball and baseball. A total of Classical on Dec. 7.
hockey season each year, but It pro- career as a brilliant performer began
seven years is Mr. Gorman's space of
Incidentally, two changes will apvided a lot of laughs for both players at Gardner (Mass.) High where he
service in the gvne of football. Harr>'i pear in the Gym this winter because of
and onlooker*.
was a back for four years. While at toe and hi» unerri-g snagging of those new rules. The outside line under each
Gardner High Artie, also played bas- crucial passes will be a loss to the basket has teen moved back two feet.
ketball and baseball, captaining both touchdown drives of the clawing Bob- This rule was optional last year and
of these sports. Throughout his four cats next season.
since none of the other Maine colleges
years under the Garnet jersey, Artie Senior linemen
adopted It Batcs failed to make the
has been an outstanding football great. Now Get Attention
change until this year. The other
Having been In the game nine years
Five linemen are now in the llme- change will come in the backboards.
NOW ON DISPLAY
,11 told, and an all-Maine back for two Ight
Within a few weeks, a new type backyears, Belliveau has caused many a
Here's Hal Beattie, also known as board which Is smaller and more
spectator to gasp In awe as he reeled "Stub". Hal's endeavors began at square than the present one will be
off his flashing run-backs and off- rlampden Hall where he played in the erected. These changes should make
tackle slants. After the stellar perfor- backfield and was captain his last the game faster than ever.
mances turneU lr by this rather dimin- year. Seven years Is Stub's period of
utive back this season, wo do not hesi- service on the gridiron. Besides foottate to predict that Art will again be a ball Beattie has played hockey, basketselection for all-state this year. This ball and baseball. After understudying
fellow's shoes will be hard to fill next Charlie Crooker for two years, Stub
T
season. Not only In football, but in snatched bis own bit of stardom in albasketball and baseball will Art's ternating in the pivot position with
loss be felt, for he stars in these sports Johrmy Dalkus this season. Both of
ESTABLISHED 187S
as well. A true athlete; a tough man these gents graduate in June. There'll
240 COURT ST. - AUBUBN
There is something delight197 Main Street
be a decided hole In the middle of the
to duplicate.
ful about the clean, exhilarating
Sally Wins Befcsows
line.
1
OUB AIM
As Blocking Back
(Continued on page four)
29
taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola.
Now we come to Jtat OSuUlvan.
Drop Into
WITH OUB QTJAL1TT FOOD
The minute it passes your lips
THB QUALITY SHOP
gully's career began at Fordfcam Prep
148 College St S adn. from Campm
where he played In one of the halfyou know it for what it is,—
Featuring Hamburg Sandwiches
pure, wholesome, delicious.
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Jewelry «■ Watefc Beealrmg
Hare JOB Tried Oar Sflez Coffee!
And you welcome the refreshed
Open 7 A. M. to IOIM P. M.
VeLUS
n Llsboe St, Lewfcte.

Co-Ed Hockey Crew
Stages Weird Game

Senior Grid Stars Leave
Holes Difficult To Fill

Men Need But Dime
To Swim At Y.M.C. A

Coach Mansfield Takes
In Game On Vacation

We Are Planning
A More Extensive

SKI Department
than ever before

Complete outfits for
fte spectator as well
as the participant.

Select Your Suit Early

OUR COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVE IS
Miss Honorine Hadley
Tel.- 3825 -R

- J. Murphy Fur Co.
TEL. 2143 - 2144

A-sh St. Lewiston Me.

DARTMOUTH
SKIS and
EQUIPMENT

When you buy
DARTMOUTH you
have the best
Sold only by
lll~IU SPORTING

WPIK
If UllO

GOODS
AUBURN

Victor & Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Purity Restaurant

Seavey 's

B» *• ■A™*

Henry Nolin

EAT AT

STECKINO'S
SERVING

kalian & American
Foods
*k*re Ton fi«t Urge Manen
*H>DLK ST.
LBWIST0H
P,r
Abate pjrtle, en *5«4

James P. Murphy

The College Store

feeling that follows.

INC.

/>

ABTISTIC BBMOBtAI*
Lewistoa MmUMtal W
8-10 Bates Street

Call 4040

H

Tele,.... Ott-B

LBWBWOH,BAE™

BILL

COLLBGB8TBER

THE BARBER

SHOE HOSPITAL

far

All Kiadi of Saoe Bepalriag

CDS ane CO-EDS
gejjejj ■'" • Beans t-11—M

ff College St

LewIstoB, Be.

4USE THAT

REFRESHE 5

Bottled under •utbocitr of The Cocs-Cola Co. by
COCA-COLA". BOTTLING i^ANTSPNC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine

^
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FOCB

All-State Football Team Ballot

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
AD This Week
"Northwest Mounted Police" with
Gary Cooper and Madeline Carroll.
A Cecil B. DeMUle Picture. All In
Technicolor.
Wednesday Evening - 8:S0
"What's the Answer?" Radio Quiz
Program. Cash Prizes.
Son-Mon-Tues - Nov. 24, 28, 26
Claudette Colbret and Ray Milland in "Arise My Love"

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT^
...ITS THE SMOKERS CIGARETTE
Smokers like yourself find

CHESTERFIELDS
rery refreshing with their
COOLER
BETTER TASTE

FU1

, K „n in to Snorts Editor or any member of the STUDENT
out and -d ££*£, before Saturday evening
College

Name

PECK'S
READY!

Ends:

A Big Group
Of

Tackles:

MENS

AUBURN
Wed.-T*urs. - Nov. 20-21
"Christmas in July" with Dick
Powell and Ellen Drew.
"The World in Flames".
Fri-Sat. - Nov. 22-28
"Cherokee Strip" with Richard
Dix.
Vaudeville.
Sun, Moii, Tues - Nov. 24-25-26
"Flowing Gold" with John Garfleld.

Nationally Advertised

Guards:

SHIRTS
Center:

$1.65

Backs:

Every time you light up a
Chesterfield you know why it
is called the Smoker's Cigarette.
It's because Chesterfield's right
combination of the finest tobaccos grown gives you everything a smoker could ask for
...a cooler, better taste that is
definitely milder. You can't buy
a better cigarette.

ELLEN DREW
Paramount Star
and 1940 Choic* for
I jt Mist Voloran of Foreign Wan,
soon to appear In

Toxai Ran g .a Rid* Again"

I

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK

Copyright 1940,
LiccrrT A Mtai TOBACCO C«-

hesterfield
Belliveau

Clason Key

(Continued from page three)

ORDER

which occurred in the chat came when
Art was asked whether he has ever
, been sorry he came to a small coliege
instead of a large school wh»e
chances for athletic fame are greater,
for he immediately and very earnestly said, "I'll always be very thankful
that I came to Bates because I always
i knew that if I feiied to come through
' in athletics I would be treated just
'.»,„
„. _ •,_„,„
the .same,„„.
and IT also
knew IT „...„IJ
would
: have a good education when I grddu| ated."
In closing it would be well to add
Auburn Theatre Bldg. . Phone 9S0
that Bates will never be sorry that
! Art Belliveau chose Bates as nis alma
I mater.

CORSAGES
For

SOPH HOP

From
John Daikus, '44 Agent

ROAK'S, Florist

(Continued from page one)
Bates and entertaining sub-freshmen
who wish to look over the campus.
Approximately 15 prospective students were taken care of by the Key
over the' Armistice Day week end.
Plans are being made whereby an even
larger number will be induced to visit
the college over the Christmas vacation.
One of the most Important activities
carried on by the Clason Key Is the
sponsoring of Father's Day during the
spring of each year. The program for
this year is already being outlined, and
an effort is to be made to make this
visit of the fathers even more attractive than it has been in the past

NEAREST TO CAMPUS

In Maine ...

Shoe Repair & Taxi Service

When They Call For Their Favorite Beverage
Discriminating people specify

Poland Spring
MADE WITH WORLD-FAMOUS POLAND WATER
EVERY BOTTLE STERILIZED

AT THE COLLEGE STORE ..
When Poland Spring Beverages are featured-every
fifth Bate* Student who specifies "Poland Spring" will
receive a free bottle with the compliments of

Hiram Ricker & Sons
This Offer Expires November 27th 1940

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBUM, MB.

Ttt. ««•

Agm

PLAZA GRILL
At The Sign Of
The Lobster
DELICIOUS STEAKS
FINEST CHOPS
Sea Food A Specialty

MAIN ST., LEWISTON

We Can Show Ton ■ Varied
Selection •«
"PRIZE CUPS . FOUTTTAra FENS
LADIES' SILK UHBBBLLAS ana
LEATHER HAND BAGS
LEATHEB BILL FOLDS
BOOK EHDS
•
CLOCKS

SAT R WIIM ICE CBE AM

Barnstone-Osgood

ELM STBEET

Jewelers

JACK MOBBIS '41
Leirhton

;

405 Main Street - Lewiston

Fountain Service
Air Conditioned

Poland Spring, Maine

I

PHONE 6252

Main*

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS

Senior Grid Stars

Fabrics found usually only :,

(Continued from page three)
ate is, as was mentioned before, JohnThe other Garnet center to graduny Daikus. John was shunted around
the whole team for three years. Not
until his senior year when he parked
his brogans in the middle of the line
did he find his real spot. At center
Daikus was a demon at backing up the
line and his passes wafted true as a
die into the hands of those more favored gents elected to lug the oval.
Johnny's first starring vehicle was in
the role of tackle at Naugatuck High
in Conn. For six years Johnny has
pushed his stocky build around the
stripes. Swimming has also seen his
attention as well as track and basketball. With both Daikus and Beattie
gone Coach Mansfield will have to find
someone to fill two pairs of capable
shoes.
Out on the wings we find Ed Edminster. Ed began to follow the call
back on the good old sandlot. At Banger High Ed played half for four
years. As a Garnet frosh Ed wa3 again
seen in the halfback slot. Prom that
time he has played both end post3. Ed,
as did every one of these lads, tried
his mettle in other lines, namely track
and baseball. The Bobcat seems to
have been fortunate in having a good
end squad most of the time. Ed was
one of those patrolmen who did his
part in keeping the Garnet flanks intact. Although he didn't see too much
service this past season due to an unusually good batch of wingmen, Ed
was right in there when the time came
for his turn
A truly capable performer.

Shirts selling at $2.
Smart stripes, solid colors, Qj.
ford

broadcloths.

Two Women Trustees
Attend Mothers' Weekend
Representing the alumnae during
the Mother's week end activities were
the only two women members of the
Board of Trustees. Mrs. Hazel Leard
Blake '11, of Port'?nd, and Mrs. Genevieve Dunlap Webb '17, of Oean Park,
Mrs. Webb is the aunt of Jimcs
Dunlap '40. She is a member of the
Bates Key, and has long been active
in alumni work.
Mrs. Blaice was elected to the Board
cf Trustees at the annual meetine last
June. She is associated with the Portland YWCA, is a past president of the
Portland College Club, and is a member of the Bates Alumni Council and
the Bates Key.

Top Leaves Big
Hole To Fill
Last but definitely not least is huge
Al Topham, two years all-Maine tackle
and another good bet to repeat this
year. The way this sparse.'y tfc»tch»d
gent piles up the interference and
leaves the runner to be nailed by the
secondary is something to behold. More
than once big A1 has dived Into a pile
of blockers and stopped the runner
cold. Top started his career 3s a pigskin luminary on the sandlots of Hyde
Park. At HunUngton Al held down a
guard post for three years. His total
period of service amounts to seven
years. He's also seen service in hockey,
baseball, and track. Top has starred at

Promptly * Accurately Filled
CM. Collet. * Bahattaa, Lewbtoa

The
Auburn
News

14 to 17. Sleeves 32 to 35 la.

ula activities is that of playing swing
records. Al has a trunk of records
that took two men to carry up to his
^^ ^ hag estimated Q^ it wouid
^ m<jro than ^ days „ play aI.

FOR

Soph Hop
CORSAGES

tackle throughout his four years at
Bates. What a hole this fellow leaves
to be filled.
Well, there they are: nine gents who
have turned in their jerseys, shoes, helmets, etc., for the last time at
Bates. These guys aren't just a bunch
of big dumb pigskin heroes. There are
students among them too. Not only
that, the whole gang has seen action
in at least one other sport and usually
two or three others. They go from
Bates with the best wishes of all students.

SEE
John Daikus '41

Sounders'
Florist Shop
CALL 1M7

—

LISB05 ST.

College Formal Cleansing: Special
-

Brushed and Preased only 50c

EVENING GOWNS and WRAPS

Tel.

-

80% Discount

TeL

=<WdtAins*

3820

College Agent

3820

MISS WALLACE

Rand Hall

Greyhound Super-Coaches
Will leave Campus 12:15 P. M
WEDNESDAY NOV. 27
Reservations and Tickets at Greyhound Terminal
169 Main St., Lewiston - Tel. 52
-Q.

sanforiad

Choice of 5 eo'lar styles. Sla,

r.ei I of the evening. Cider and dough- tends to go to Boston University to
nuts refreshed the footsore dancers who tal-e up graduate work in his major
joined in the singing of old favorite led. Good uck, Al.
songs. The dulcet t< r.es of the COAbell sounded curlew at 10 much to the
regret of all. The farmerettes in
charge of the barn dance were Frances Wallace, Dawne Rafford, Wynne
Hansen, Marge Lindquist, and Ruth
Carter.

TUXEDOS, usually $1.25 for BSc

All

madrn

(Continued from page three)
and baseball players than any other
person on campus. In the off-season,
ne goes in or hunting and fishkvr in
a big way. He i« an expert fly-c«-ter
and rifle shot. Although he has never
bagged a deer as vet, he hopes to do
so some day. The biggest animal that
he has shot so far has been a wild and
ferocious coon.
^
favorite of Al's extra-currlc-

Rand Hall Barn Frolic
Goes Over In Big Way

Another wingman to leave the gridiron stripes behind Is Brud Witty.
Brud left the field of battle his junior
year but returned this season to hold
down, and durn' capably too, one of
the regular end spots. Brud began his
doings on the field of battle at Wilbraham, again holding down an end post
for three years. He also captained basketball at Wilbraham and played baseball. Incidentally, the Bobcat baseball
and basketball Ipama have been materially strengtnened by the presence of
this same Mr. Witty in the ranks of
those sports. Brud has been In the
rough-and-tumbie fracas a total of cix
years, has the faculty of breaking
through the interference and nailing
the mall-carrier for losses. Scored the
safety that ma Bates' only score
against Bowdo!:i in the Stale series
this past WML Here s just one more
pair of number twelves that will have
to be filled. " tre may r>«> p-.nty of
ends but they have to go some to
take Brud's place and fill it

woven

Topham

of his reco ds. (Incidentally, he is jelling records on campus in case any of
you jitterbugs or jazz-bos desire to buy
j a couple—free plug). He is a rabid
j swing fp.n, and can tell you the nam_
of almost every member of every
swing band, large or small, in the nation. W hen a hot band begins to p'ay,
Farmers and fa-iherettes
madt he just sits enraptured by the music,
merry at the Rand Hall hayloft last imitating the solo rides of the players
Friday evenintr to the tune of Bo«*«l> in his own manner, or dancing
fancies. Virginia leels, and various around in best jitterbug styIe
and sundry square dances. Unique
His major is Kconomics, so hia favpartner-getting schemes and li'e-llke
dummy dancers added to the enjoy- orite prof is Professor Bartiett. He in-

Brud's Safety Only
Score in Bowdoin Tilt

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

cloths,

W.

Boston $2.45
Nezv York $5.20

i>

*p

$4.45
$9.40

MEN'S SHOP
STREET FLOOR

All the latest styles
in FLOWER
Arrangements
Agent JOHN DAIKUS

Ann's
Flower
Shop
40 Ash Street, Lewiston. Me.
"The store of Individual lenitt'

HOOD'S
Delicious lee Cream
How Beta* SoM at rear
BATES

COLLEGE ST0B1

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
OPP- Poat Office

Tel. Uff

-**dN
EVERY COURSE 1$ * **i

GOOD BASS BOOTSI
Uphill or do**~
on open slop'1
or trail, the*'
nothing »•

tough if £3
wearing Bass Boo
From dub to pro, skiers eveJ
where agree that the fine lea*
and special construction feature i
of these smart looking boo»r |
the fun in, take the ordeal out,
skiing. Let your dealer she*n I
the many models for men
women. Whatever mode 1 J
choose, you'll fall for, t>ut
with, Bass Boots.

BASS
SKI BOOTS

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

"Complete Banking Service"

nrc

Lewiston Trust Co.

ltt Middle Street
8HTRT WORM A
SPECIALTY

LEWISTON, MAINE

Ageat
JOE SHABHOB '41
8 West Parka*

We Solicit the Business of Bates Student*

